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Abstract
We estimate the contribution of a class of multiinstanton ladder graphs to
baryon and lepton number violating processes in the standard model. We
nd that this contribution is negligible and does not alter the high energy
behavior of the leading semiclassical approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Instanton-induced processes in the standard electroweak theory are known to lead to
baryon and lepton number violation. Although 't Hooft [1] showed several years ago that





(g is the SU(2)
L
gauge cou-
pling constant), several authors [2] explored the possibility that this exponential suppression
factor can be overcome at high energies by the phase space which corresponds to multipar-
ticle production. The key observation is that the SU(2)
L
- instanton induces to leading
semiclassical approximation eective point-like interactions which involve all the fermionic
left-handed SU(2)
L
-doublets of the theory (four per generation) and any number of Higgs
and gauge bosons.
The inclusive cross section of the baryon and lepton number violating two fermion scat-
tering can then be calculated as the imaginary part of the forward 2 ! 2 scattering am-
plitude depicted in g.1 [3]. As a result, this inclusive cross section appears to grow ex-
ponentially with energy and can conceivably become unsuppressed at energies of the order
of the sphaleron [4] mass. This leading order behavior may, however, be drastically al-
tered by higher order corrections well before the energy reaches the sphaleron mass and
consequently, these phenomena may remain unobservable at all energies. Several authors
[5] actually, have suggested that this could be the case if multiinstanton corrections were
to be taken into account. Corrections to the 2 ! 2 scattering amplitude consisting of
linear instanton-antiinstanton chains in alternating order were considered, with particle ex-
change allowed only between successive instantons and antiinstantons. Dorey and Mattis
[6], however, using the valley method [7], pointed out that inclusion of non-nearest neigh-
bor instanton-antiinstanton as well as instanton-instanton and antiinstanton-antiinstanton
interactions could render these chain graphs unimportant at the relevant energies. This,
however, may not happen if Dorey's result on the non linear O(3)  model applies in the
2
realistic case too. The imaginary part of the chain graphs being ultraviolately divergent,
requires the introduction of an appropriate cut-o. Finally, these graphs do not include
initial state corrections and thus, are not expected to alter the high energy behavior of the
leading semiclassical approximation [7], [8].
In this work we choose to deal with a class of ladder graphs shown in g.2. The imaginary
part of these graphs turns out to be nite and can, in principle, be unambiguously calculated.
They can, in some sense, be thought as including initial state corrections too since the
incoming particles enter in dierent instanton vertices. In addition, such ladder graphs are
known to dominate the high-energy behavior in ordinary eld theories.We should emphasize,
however, that including the ladder graphs of g.2 does not solve the problem of initial state
corrections. Indeed, the entire picture of separated instanton-antiinstanton chains is an
uncontrolled approximation at energies where such chains actually become important.
II. THE LEADING SEMICLASSICAL APPROXIMATION.
Consider the inclusive cross section, 
inc
, of the B and L violating reaction
q + q! (3n
g
  2)q + n
g
l + any# of Higgses; (1)
where n
g
is the number of fermion generations (n
g
 1), q and l represent quarks and leptons
respectively and we have ignored for simplicity the production of gauge particles. In the
leading instanton approximation, 
inc
can be determined by rst calculating the forward
2 ! 2 scattering amplitude in Euclidean space as shown in g.1. Then, 
inc
is given by
the imaginary part acquired by this amplitude after rotating the total incoming Euclidean



















































































;  = (28n
g
+ 7)=12; (3)
 and ~ are the scale sizes of the instanton and the antiinstanton, x

is their Euclidean
separation, v = 246GeV the electroweak breaking scale, g the gauge coupling and  is






), to leading semiclassical order (or for
x
2


























and n = 3(2n
g
  1)  3. The exponential factor in the formula above,
corresponds to the Higgses in the nal state of reaction (1), whereas the second factor
corresponds to the 4n
g
  2 fermions which are also being produced. Since we are interested
in the high energy behavior of 
inc
, we can assume throughout this work that all fermions
and Higgs bosons are eectively massless.














This integral converges at innity for n  3 , but diverges badly at x = 0. This virulent





resulting from Higgs particle exchange between the instanton and
the antiinstanton and is an artifact of the leading semiclassical approximation. We, thus,



















by removing from the range of integration a four-dimensional disc of nite radius  > 0





















































is the well-known Meijer function. The contour L is a loop starting and ending at +1 and




=4 is positive, one
can show that the contour L can be distorted to become parallel to the imaginary axis and
lying in the strip  1=2 < Re(z) < 0. Then substituting eq.(8) in eq.(7) and interchanging

























(n   z   2; =
2
); (9)
 1 < c < 0:
Here, (; x) is the incomplete gamma function which can be expressed as




(; x) ; (10)
with 
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(n  z   2; =
2
); (11)
 1 < c < 0:
Notice, that after interchanging the order of integrations, the range of c can be extended.The





) after rotating p
2







from the ln p
2
terms in the series expansion of the right-hand side of eq.(11). These terms are

































Using eq.(10), one can show that
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
( ; x) = x

























m! (m+ 1)! (m  n+ 2)!
 (14)
We now perform the integrals over the sizes of the instanton and the antiinstanton to get


























[ ( +m  n+ 3)]
2
m! (m+ 1)! (m  n+ 2)!
 (15)








pletely disappeared in eq.(15). Consequently, 
0
inc
is -independent for any  > 0 and its
exponential growth with energy results only from the boundary at innity of the Euclidean
x-space in eq.(6).The virulent ultraviolate divergence, as well as the contribution of any
"nite" part of the Euclidean x-space in eq.(6), do not seem to play any essential role.
III. THE LADDER GRAPHS.
We will now turn to the calculation of the Euclidean space ladder graphs shown in






and taking the imaginary part, constitute an
important class of multiinstanton corrections to the leading semiclassical approximation of

inc
. The forward scattering amplitude which corresponds to the ladder graph with k + 1
























































































and the four momenta q
|







({ = 0; 1; : : : ; k) are the scale sizes of the i-th instanton and the i-th antiinstanton
respectively and x
{
is their Euclidean separation.
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({ = 0; 1; : : : ; k) which satisfy the inequalities  1 < c
{
< 0 (see eq.(11))




















; : : : ; z
k
) exist and we restrict ourselves in this region. This assumption
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for  1 < Re(z
k














































; : : : ; z
k 2







) < 0 and A
k






























; : : : ; z
k
) k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (26)


























; : : : ; z
k 2






















+   + z
m 1
)(k + 1 m+ z
m

























This formula holds provided that
 2 < Re(z
m
) m = 0; 1; : : : ; k   1 ;
8
 1 < k  m+Re(z
m
+   + z
k
) < 0 m = 1; 2; : : : ; k) ;
k +Re(z
0
+   + z
k
) < 0 ;
m+ z
0
+   + z
m 1
6= 0 m = 1; 2; : : : ; k (29)
as can be easily deduced from the restrictions which follow eqs.(19), (24) and (25). Substi-














































+   + z
m 1
)(k + 1 m+ z
m



























with  1 < c
{
< 0 ({ = 0; 1; : : : ; k) and k + c
0





- integrals can be evaluated by collapsing their contours to the right and using
residue calculus. Since we are only interested in the imaginary part acquired by the am-
plitude when s ! e
 {
s , we only keep contributions proportional to ln s. The relevant
contributions to the rst k z
{
-integrals ({ = 0; 1; : : : ; k  1) then come from the simple poles
of the functions  (n  2  z
i
) ({ = 0; 1; : : : ; k   1) whereas the z
k
-integral gets contributions








) where the rst k z
{
's









































































-integrals in eq.(16) we












































































The multiple Series found for 
k
inc
, as it stands, looks very complicated to be handled.
We shall attempt to get an estimate by nding suitable upper and lower bounds. In order





























































































































































































































could be recovered by integrating or dierentiating 
k
(x) with respect to
ln(x) a suitable number of times. The fact that the l
{






start at n   1 cannot change the results in any fundamental way.
















































































































































































































( z)  (43)
















































































































(x) = 1 :

















We have already pointed out that the upper and lower bounds for 
k
inc
which were dened in
eq.( 35) can be related to derivatives or integrals of 
k
(x) with respect to ln x. Such oper-
ations, however, cannot modify the form of 
k
(x) in an essential way since the exponential
growth cannot be aected . We do expect a change in the leading power of x and of course
































can in principle be calculated. The cross section 
k
inc
being bound between two exponentials, can only behave exponentially, possibly modied by
an asymptotic Series of inverse powers of s . Taking into account that 
k
inc
for k > 1 is highly
supressed by the small D
k+1
factor containing the instanton 't Hooft factor, we deduce that
the contribution of all ladder graphs for k > 1 is negligible and cannot alter the high energy
behavior of the leading order result. In particular they do not aect the possible validity of
the ZMS picture, that is based on the instanton-antiinstanton chain graphs only.
This result is not totally unexpected. It is known that to each shaded blob of g.2, which
represents exchange of any number of bosons and 4n
g
  2 fermions between an instanton
12
and an intiinstanton, corresponds an exponentially growing factor, while, to each instanton
or antiinstanton, an exponentially small 't Hooft factor. Since the number of instanton
or antiinstanton vertices outnumbers the number of the multiparticle-exchange blobs by a
factor of two, we can expect that the contribution of such ladders is supressed compared
to the leading semiclassical result. Moreover, the fact that not all the momentum ows
through each rung makes at the end the ladder graphs grow only exponentially with s. This
is in contrast to the case of a linear chain where all momentum ows between the instanton
and the antiinstanton, creating thus an exponential growth that can counterbalance the
suppression eect of the 't Hooft factors.
We thank Q. Sha and C. Bachas for collaborating in early stages of this work.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1 . The graph which correponds to the leading semiclassical approximation to the
forward 2 ! 2 scattering amplitude. Single lines represent fermions, the lled and blank
circles represent instanton and antiinstanton vertices respectively, whereas the shaded blob
represents the exchange of 4n
g
  2 fermions and any number of Higgs bosons. n
g
is the
number of fermion generations.
Fig.2 . The ladder graph with k + 1 rungs (k = 0; 2; 4 : : :) . Notation as in g. 1. The
complex parameters z
{
({ = 0; 1; : : : ; k) which appear in eq.(18) are also indicated.
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